
LEO HOULDING

El Niiio

I n the meadow, on a clear fresh October afternoon, Patch and I reclined
in our hammocks wreathed in smoke with a beer to hand, eagerly scanning

the East Buttress of El Capitan through binoculars belonging to the Huber
brothers. I'd spent six week on the valley floor waiting for this - the moment
I became completely focused on one goal, psyched for the thin line of slabs,
ledges, corners, and roofs that is El Nifio.

Based on advice from many Yosemite locals, we decided there would be
a storm before the end of October. It was already the last week of the month.
So, in an uncharacteristically rational decision, we concluded we would
not go on the wall without synthetic sleeping bags, a haul sack and a
portaledge with an expedition fly. We weren't willing - or able - to pay a
$15,000 rescue fme.

That very evening in the bar, Kevin Thaw introduced us to Conrad Ankar.
Over a pitcher, they sorted us out all the kit we needed. We paid for the
beer. Later, Kevin, Conrad, Patch and I accompanied by Dean Potter and
Jose Pereyra were bouldering around Camp 4 where we finalised our big
wall philosophy and with help from the others established our plan of attack
for El Nifio.

In fact, the philosophy was simple. We developed it toying with the
Hubers' Bavarian sense of humour and leaping around the boulders:

'Big walling is easy. We take climbing gear and camping gear. And loads
of water.'

Our own plan of attack was no more complicated.
'To the Big Sur big-wall style and on sight. Ditch the stuff. From Big Sur

we make one push to the summit. Also on sight.'
With the absolute minimum of effort we had placed ourselves, fully

equipped, on the top of 'The Footstool' at the base of the route. My father
happened to be in the Valley at the time. He'd helped us grunt loads up the
talus field and he too stood with us on our little stool at this moment of
great anticipation and excitement.

First day, first pitch
The climbing is like slate, balancey, small holds, technical. I'm pulling hard,
starting to sketch wildly, my foot slips ... To be honest, the ins and outs of
every move on every pitch, having described it all a thousand times, now
seem rather trivial. What is important for the record is:
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• I grabbed a quickdraw on the fIrst pitch (5 .13b) after narrowly avoiding
a seventy-foot fall. I sent it first redpoint.

• I pulled on the fIrst bolt on the second pitch to check and chalk the
holds. Sent it fIrst go.

• Ion-sighted the rest of the 5.13 pitches, placing my own gear, along with
leading half of all the other pitches. I seconded all the pitches Patch led
cleanly.

El Niiio was my fIrst wall. The feeling of great exposure, excitement,
partnership and fun combined with the experiences of a big wall dominate
my memories of the climb.

Patch and I are both talented slab climbers. After quick success on the
fIrst three pitches we knew only the Black Cave was going to pose any real
threat. Our fIrst real obstacle was a large knot in the haul line. Our 'counter
balance' hauling technique was working well but this, our fIrst haul, was a
three-rope fIve-hundred-foot epic. We had to get the knot in the haul line
past the pulley system. After fluttering around for half an hour trying to
work out an effective load release system, I had a stroke of genius. I simply
attached my jug to the haul line and man powered the load of the pig through
my legs whilst Patch skipped the knot past the pulley system. Passing the
next knot took no time.

By the time we had hauled this plus climbed and hauled the next two
pitches, and set up the wretched portaledge for the fIrst time, which took
two hours, it was dark. We started late, wasted two hours fixing the
dumbfounding flysheet to the portaledge, and so only managed two pitches
before the skies turned black and the rain began. Huddled on the ledge for
twenty-fIve hours, conveniently suspended in a run-off waterfall, we
entertained ourselves with card games, a crate of beer and a really big packet
of Oreos. At fIrst light, a glance outside the ledge revealed the awe-inspiring
sight of complete cloud cover in every direction, penetrated for a few seconds
by the mighty golden pillar of the Nose, poking through the blank mass.

Two o'clock the next day and the skies cleared. Unbelievably the rock
was dry, as were the ropes, and the first snow of the season glistened on the
tops. A few good pitches saw us with fixed lines to the Big Sur. Unable to
face more ledge epics, Patch took responsibility for the pig and I jumared
with the erected portaledge. I felt like a human kite. It was an easy day and
hanging out on the Big Sur was outstanding.

Another day passed and we fInally had 300 feet of 8.2mm dynamic rope
fIxed to the Black Cave. We suffered a disaster with the stove that night. It
simply refused to work. Catastrophe was narrowly avoided with the help
of a Swiss army knife, a single strand of wire from a micro nut to clean the
jet and a shed-load of patience. Now we know to take some cold back-up
food, then we did not and the mistake almost forced a retreat.
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Our plan was for Patch to go up first, load free, to rest as he would try the
roof first. We thought it would prove difficult but if we could both free it by
noon we could drop our lines, abandon our camp, and go for the top.

What actually happened was that following Patch up the ropes, having
to do an agonising fifty feet of load-bearing bouncy jumaring, I heard a
call.

'Chalk bag.'
I missed any whistling sound, there was no black image falling, but there

was now no chalk bag. Having got rid of mine earlier on the climb, we
faced a serious problem. I got really annoyed, hanging there in extreme
discomfort and becoming painfully aware that things were not going
according to plan.

Rapping back to camp, I filled a stuff sack with chalk. Jugging back up
the line to Patch, we utilised the big-wall essential. No, not the stereo, duct
tape! With some small wires and imagination we had created 'The El Nifto'
chalk bag. You could dip to the elbow and the thing held three blocks of
chalk. Few words were spoken. I went first.

'Wow, I made it! Onsight! Fierce!' was my next rational thought. Patch
yelled his approval. He wasn't fussed about seconding clean. It was 11.30am.

The ropes, the camp, Conrad's gear were all abandoned. Set with one
and a half litres of water, four Snickers, one tin of peaches and one warm
jacket, we had to top out that day.

Patch's lead, the easiest pitch of the day at 5.lla, should have taken half
an hour. Ten feet above the belay he's out of sight and lost. Two and half
hours later we were finally at the top of that god-forsaken pitch. I could feel
my toes and I no longer wanted to strangle Patch. So far every pitch had
been worth three stars, even the 5.9.

With excellent timing I arrived, thirsty but fit, on top of the final hard
pitch as darkness closed around us. It was virtually dark. For the life of me,
I couldn't see a line that would go at 5.10 through the ceilings of looming
grey granite above. Maybe the Hubers' 'special topo' - they gave us their
original-lied. It had once. The M+M Flake Pitch (5.l3b) and the Royal
Arches Pitch (5.13c) weren't even graded.

'Thank God it's his lead,' I thought.
Lamps on, a half-hour of frustrated fumbling in anticipation of a very

uncomfortable night, and then 'EUREKA!' he cried. A line of white tape
dots, stuck there by the clinically minded Huber brothers, guided us quickly
and continuously through the last three pitches. This saved us the long cold
night we were expecting.

At last we both sat attached to the North Pole, the only tree which
overhangs the East Buttress of El Capitan. It's so hard to describe the senses
of euphoria, of liberation, of accomplishment and of the pleasure of
horizontal existence that hit us on that final belay. I felt then, as I do now,
that we were truly living the good life.
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We headed straight for an empty but welcome Burk's Camp. As we parted
for separate tents the last thing I remember saying was:

'Patch, that was the best route I've ever done!'
'For sure! Thirty three-star routes in one!' he agreed.
'Yeah, and I think we've just made one of the cleanest ever ascents of El

Cap?'
As I lay in my nice dry sleeping bag I dreamt of my return to the Valley

and of the next route to climb free on this beautiful, big wall.
A week later we returned to the Big Sur via four cleverly fixed ropes and

a bunch of easy pitches, to salvage our gear. Everything appeared intact, so
we took five to fmish off the beers. On realising the implications of rapping
with a heavy haul sac, we had a mischievous idea. A fumble, a slip, a crash
and a loud BANG! Retrieving the haul sack was no longer a worry.

As usual we'd started really late and by the time we were ready to go
down it was nearly dark. The twist being both of us had neglected to bring
headlamps. Fortunately for us it wasn't long after the full moon, so a brief
spell of darkness wondering why we'd dispensed with all our gear revealed
the inspirational moonrise over the distant Sierra, and we rapped in the
eerie silver light.

Summary: Leo Houlding's account of the second ascent with Patch
Hammond of El Niiio in October 1998, a month after its first ascent by
Thomas and Alex Huber, one of the outstanding big-wall achievements by
British climbers in recent years. El Niiio has thirty pitches, five of 5.11,
seven of 5.l2andsixof5.13.
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